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his authority

is

If
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like beautiful
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so, all
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good
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The Data of experience are perceptions.
Reality

the

is

sum

total of all that

All.

Natural history and the history of mankind prove that here on
earth a constant progress takes place developing ever higher forms
of existence.

i.

Morally good are those acts which are in harmony with the All,
those which enhance progress, and morally bad axe those

e.,

which are not

in

harmony with the

All,

i.

e.

,

those which retard or

is.

prevent progress.

Truth

the conformity of cognition to reality.

is

[Religion (man's aspiration to be in unison with the All) has

[Truth being a relation between subject and object appears to
be relative in its nature. Absolute truth is a self-contradiction; it
would imply cognition without a cognizing subject.
At the same time it is obvious -that absolute existence (in fact
everything absolute)

is

impossible. Reality

is

properly called IVirk-

German, derived from wirken, to take effect. Reality is
not immovable and unchangeable absoluteness, but the effectivelichkeit in

Reality therefore implies not

ness of things in their relations.

only existence, but the manifestation of existence also.

and

its

manifestation are not two different things

The

idea of something absolutely

untenable
istence

it

;

ohne IVirklichkeit

Science

is

Existence

;

both are one.

is

therefore also

would imply the existence of an object whose ex-

not manifested

is

Unknowable

— which

f.

i.

,

existence without reality;

Sein

a contradiction, an impossibility.]

is

is

is

The

is

economy

the

of thought.

possible through application of the

The

object of Science

edge but also
ness, errors,

Science cannot exist without knowledge.
is

not only to increase and enlarge knowl-

to purify the present stock of

knowledge from vague-

and misconceptions.
of knowledge is that of increasing our power over

The purpose
nature.]

existence,

is

that philosophy

which recognizes the oneness of

All-

and the Religion of Monism teaches that the individual,

vista of pro-
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[Knowledge is, so
which Science works.

superstitious notions in the world, of

unitary conception of the world affords the only basis for

gress for both.
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many

and of its purpose. Similarly, science (man's search for
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origin,

the union of Religion and Science, and opens a

the search for truth.

The nature of science
Economy of thought

naturally produced
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Religion

is

man's aspiration

to

be

in

harmony with the

All.

[Religion has been defined differently in the columns of

Open Court, but
strict

agreement.

all

definitions that

Mr. Hegeler

in

The

have been presented are

No.

25,
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in

Religion as

"man's union with the All " (taking the definition from the Lutheran Catechism " Religion ist der Bund des Menschen mit Gott
durchGott," and replacing the Word God by the more comprehensive word The All).
The editor has defined Religion as
" man's consciousness of his relation to the AH" (No. 24); as "Das
Allgefiihl

im Einzelnen," the All-feeling

in

the

individual

rsee
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An important
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LIFE OF MICRO-ORGANISMS.*

BY GEORGE JOHN ROMANES.

Under

11,

instincts

title

one of much interest per se, I should like to reply
in an American periodical to the criticisms which M.
Binet has addressed to an American public.
It is needless to say that M. Binet is a savant of
high standing, who has done, and is doing, admirable"
work in psycholog}'. Therefore I should be sorry if
it were to turn out that there is any serious discrepancy in our views touching the psychological questions that are involved by a study of life in its lowest
forms.
But, as I hope now to show, it appears to me
that M. Binet has greatly exaggerated the amount of
difference that obtains between us.
According to M. Binet, the unicellular organisms
display " most of the psychological properties which
Mr. Romanes reserves for this or that higher-class
animal" indeed, he goes so far as to say, "we could,
if it were necessary, take every single one of the psychical faculties which Mr. Romanes reserves for animals more or less advanced in the zoological scale,
and show that the greater part of these faculties belong equally to micro organisms. " This statement of
his case, however, I can only regard as in an extraordinary measure hyperbolical.
For, without going beyond the diagram in my works to which he here especially refers, if this statement of his case were to be
taken literally, we should have to suppose that M.
Binet is prepared to prove that the majority of the following emotional and intellectual faculties occur in
micro-organisms, namely: i) pleasure and pains; 2)
memory 3) surprise, fear, primary instincts 4) sexual emotion, association by contiguity
5) parental
is

:

;

;

;

9)

with Science.

i!

;

6) jealousy, anger, plaj', association

ilarity; 7) affection,

M. Binet has just pubHshed
an EngHsh translation of some interesting articles
which within the last year or two he has supplied to
the Revue Philosophiqtie. Moreover, in a preface which
he has written expressly for this "American Edition,"
he devotes more than half his pages to a criticism of
my psychological work in its relation to micro-organFor this reason, and also because the subject
isms.
the above

JOURNAL,

reason

;

8) recognition of

sympathy, communication

of ideas

by sim-

persons

,

10) emulation,

;

pride, resentment, aesthetic love of ornament, terror,

recognition of persons, understanding of words, dreaming

;

11) grief, hate, cruelty, benevolence, understand-

ing of

mechanisms;

12) revenge, rage, use of tools;

13) shame, remorse, deceitfulness, ludicrous, incipient

morality.

Now I should scarcely have deemed it worth while
have enumerated these things, if M. Binet had not
repeatedly stated and this with all the emphasis of
that, taking the above list of ps3'chologicaI
italics
faculties as named by me in what I suppose to be the
order of their appearance throughout the animal kingdom, he can prove that the ^^ greater part" of them
Of course the statement
belong to micro-organisms.
is on the face of it too absurd for comment. As a matter of fact, and according to his own subsequent showing, the only question that can possibly arise in this
to

—

—

connection has reference to the

first

three or four of

the above thirteen levels of psychological growth- -or,

which

is

the

same

thing, to the first six or seven

the forty-five psychological

characteristics

among

which

1

have named, and to which he alludes. Obviously,
therefore, M. Binet cannot mean what he says.
But
as he no less certainly does mean that in his opinion I
have not allowed enough to the unicellular organisms
in respect of "psychic life," it seems desirable that I
should take up the challenge which he has thrown
down.
The psychological faculties with which M. Binet
expressly credits these unicellular organisms are fear,
surprise, memory, and consciously selective discrimination within certain very moderate limits of mental
With regard to surprise and fear he says
capacity.
:

"We

may

reply

upon

this point, that there is not a

and that
by a rapid flight through the
If a drop of acetic acid be
liquid of the preparation.
introduced beneath the glass-slide, in a preparation

single infusory that cannot be frightened,

does not manifest

its

fear

affection, social feelings, sexual selection, pugnacity,

containing quantities of Infusoria, the latter will at

industry, curiosity, recognition of offspring, secondary

once be seen to flee
frightened sheep."

* A Reply to the Criticisms of M. Alfred Bin
work, "Tile Psychic Life of Micro-Organisms"
Chicago, 1889).

"Every time an anIn proof of memory he says
imal repeats the same action under influence of the

advanced in hi
Open Court Pu

in all

directions like a flock of

:

THK OPKN

iyi6

excitations, that fact proves that the animal

same

is

possessed of memory."
Lastly, in proof of consciously selective discrim-

amounting to the psychological level of "instinct," he quotes against me an observation on DifluFrom this observagia urceolaia, by Prof. Verworn.
tion it seems that "the Difflugia urceolaia, which inhabits a shell formed by particles of sand, emits long
pseudopodia which search at the bottom of the water
for the materials necessary to construct a
filial

organism

to

which

it

new

case for

gives birth by division.

Two

facts are to

first,

the act whereby Difflugia collects the materials

be remarked in this observation

young individual with a case, is an
act of preadaptation to an end not present, but remote
this act, therefore, has all the marks of an instinct.
;

Further, the instinct exhibits great precision

;

for the

Difflugia not only knows how to distinguish, at the
bottom of the water, the materials available for its
it

takes only the quantity of material

ment

that Difflugia

so

much

(/.

e.,'

mon

I

not have been available for the purpose of criticizFor, on the one hand, they were not
ing my book.
observed until after the publication of that book, and,

on the other hand,

I

expressly state in the book

itself

that the psychological classification there given

was

given in accordance with the evidence which up to that
But, disregarding this
time had been forthcoming.
I maintain that the facts are very far indeed
from being capable of sustaining M. Binet's interIn the first place, they obviously do not
pretations.
present "all the marks of an instinct." In point of
fact, they only present one of the marks of an instinct
to an end not present,
i. e., that of "preadaptation
but remote." M. Binet, indeed, appears to suppose
that every such "act of preadaptation " must be regarded as i/iso facto evidence of adaptation due to
or, in other words, that preadaptation and
instinct

point,

—

—

instinctive adaptation are

very

The

little

synonymous terms.

But a

thought would have dispelled this idea.

"mark"

distinguishing

of

an instinct

is,

not that

prompts should be preadaptive
only, but further that it should be due to consciousness
it must also be mental.
not only must it be adjustive
the

action which

it

:

;

And

the fact of

its

being adjustive does not

furnish any evidence that
diastole of the heart

is

"an

it

is

also

mental.

in itself

Each

act of preadaptation " with

regard to the next systole but this fact does not in
itself give us any reason to conclude that the action of
;

And, of course, hundreds of
other vital activities might be quoted (especially during
embryonic life) which are all preadaptive in this
the heart

is

instinctive.

presents

it

of

any kind

M. Binet's claims on the score

for

Next, as regards his claims for

have merely

to ask

whether any man

"memof

com-

memory

namely, "that every time an animal repeats the same
action under influence of the same excitations, that
fact proves that the animal is possessed of memory."

The

absurdity of this statement

upon "the paragon
a

still

knowledge

sense will agree with his criterion of

^.

upon them, they would

about while

is

it

indeed, that

or,

consciousness).

of "instinct."

ory,"

—

as the condition to

So much, then,

(if.

these facts were adequate to sustain

"knows" what

performing such an act

let

if

being

;

necessary to enable the young individual to acquire a

Now, even

at all of

must consist in evidence of its
being due to an element of mind and this is just the
evidence which is wholly lacking in the case of DifThe bare fact that it performs this act of
flugia.
preadaptation furnishes no justification of the state-

well built case."

the interpretation here placed

any evidence

In short, the evidence of any

action being instinctive

:

for providing the

purpose, but

sense, without furnishing

therefore instinctive.

ination,

the

COURT.

man have
,

by

a

lower reflex

all

of animals,"

may be shown even
man himself. For,

suspended
and all the
continue to respond to

his mental faculties

heavy dose
mechanisms

of chloroform),
will

their several "excitations."

Breathing, for instance,

will

continue as regularly as ever

due

to the "excitation" supplied

—each breath being

by an accumulation
M. Binet therefore
contend that each inspiration is due to the memory
which a man retains of his previous inspirations even
when memory of all else has been obliterated ? Or will
he affirm that, when in full possession of all his faculties,
and against the utmost force of his own volition, his
pendent leg will give a jerk every time I strike his kneecap, therefore the "action" of his leg is due to his
"memory" of the previous " excitations " ? Now, if the
of carbonic acid in the

blood

:

will

memory admits of being thus
rendered apparent even in the case of the highest and
absurdity of his criterion of

most intellectual of animals, a fortiori this absurdity
becomes more and more apparent the further we descend through the animal series, until, by the time we
arrive at the Protozoa, it reaches what I can only
designate as the acme of nonsense.
Furthermore, in
the very book which he is criticizing I am careful to
state, "that the earliest analogy v/e can find to memory
is to be sought in living tissues other than nervous,
and that it occurs in protoplasm." The following are
some of the examples given, and they are much better
(because less equivocal) than any of the instances
referred to by M. Binet. " When a constant current is
allowed to pass for a short time through a bundle of
muscular fibres, in the direction of their length, and
is

then opened, a change

duced

is

found to have been prosuch that they

in the excitability of the fibres,

are less excitable than before to a stimulus supplied

by again passing the current

in the

same

direction.

THE OPEN
and more excitable
of a

muscle touching the direction

in

for

which a galvanic

if so, he ought to have critand not the practical results
and
to which its application logically leads. Moreover,
this constitutes my principal reason forinferring that he
has not read my works at all, he appears to be un-

M. Binet's approval

stimulus has passed endures for a minute or two after

have found
this curious fact to hold in the case of muscular tissues
of various animals, from the Medusas upwards.
Another equally good instance of what may be termed
protoplasmic memory is to be found in the facts of
the so-called summation of stimuli,' which occur more
or less in all excitable tissues, i. e., wherever living
protoplasm is concerned. These facts are that if a
the current has ceased to pass (Frog).

response

memory

;

applied

the

to

it

Lastly, substantially the
critic's

to

supplied by concession, "acetic acid," etc.,
he immediately concludes that these animalcula are

"frightened like a flock of sheep." Here, as elsewhere,
can only wonder that a psychologist of M. Binet's

The truth of the matter appears to be that M.
Binet has never put to himself the simple question
What, in our studj' of comparative psj'chology, are we
Yet

or intelligence as distinguished from mechanical, or
But there are some
wholl}' non-mental adjustment.

this is clearly

questions lying at the base

—

observations relating to the lowest of all animals, and
made by a competent person, which are so remarkable

of such study
in fact, it is the question which must
be answered before we can be in a position so much
as to begin that stud}'. In my own works I have con-

sidered

it

more

fully

than anybod}' else

;

yet

my

that

from expressly accrediting the unicellular organisms
with any such degree of psychic life as he claims for
them.
For this reason as well as for others which
will be stated further on
I can only conclude that M.
Binet has either never read my books at all, or else
that he has so far forgotten them as to rely for his
criticisms only on the diagram of psj'chological faculties which occupies the first page of the one to which
he alludes.
The criterion of mind in question is as

—
—

the organism learn to

make new

adjust-

ments, or to modif}' old ones, in accordance with the
results of its

own

individual experience

?

If it

does

the fact cannot be due to merelj' reflex action, for

so,
it is

impossible that heredity can have provided in advance
* Mental Evolution in .-\nimals, pp. 112-11^.

have

to quote

them

in full.
J.

These obser-

Carter, F. R. S., in

'

it may be placed when away
from sawdust and chips of wood among which it has
been living but if the watch-glass be placed upon the
sawdust, it will verj' soon make its way over the side
This is certainly a
of the watch-glass and get to it.

the watch-glass in which

;

for it seems to show that the
Rhizopod distinguishes the presence of the sawdust
outside the watch-glass, and crawls over the brim of
the latter in order to get into more congenial quarters,

remarkable observation

.

:

shall

Annals of Natural History,' and in his opinion
prove that the beginnings of instinct are to be found
so low down in the scale as the Rhizopoda. He says
'Even .iEthalium will confine itself to the water of
the

nowhere alludes to the criterion which I have there
down, and in virtue of which I have abstained

"Does

I

vations are recorded by Mr. H.

critic

laid

follows

movements, that

above, with expressions of their belief that microscopical organisms display a certain degree of instinct

:

mind ?

intelligent

conscious determination is present. Therefore, I need
not wait to quote the observations of the sundry microscopists who detail facts more or less similar to the

attainments can have written with thoughtlessness so
inexcusable.

all

mj^self

number of such apparently

I

as our criterion of

have

:

lations

to take

I

tozoa" proceeds as follows
"But, without denying that conscious determination may here be present, or involving ourselves in the
impossible task of proving such a negative, we may
properly affirm that until an animalcule shows itself
to be teachable by individual experience, we have no
sufficient evidence, derived or derivable from any

be

views upon "surprise" and

"fear." Merely on the ground that certain unicellular
organisms will display increased activity under stimu-

the most elementary of

In other

quoted observations on the psychic life of these organisms which are even more indicative of such life on their part than are any of the
facts mentioned by M. Binet. For example, after giving some observations of my own, a chapter in "Pro-

words,

an organic

same remarks have

own examples.

tends on the basis of his

excitable

of its occurrence."*

made touching my

—

—

as

each stimulus leaves behind

but,

aware that its practical application does result in conceding to the unicellular organisms an apparent measure
of " ps3'chic life " as high as any for which he con-

becomes progressively more and more
more and more energetic, in its

tissue, the latter

quick, as well

are

;

icized the criterion itself,

I

'

succession of stimuli
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innovations upon, or alterations of, its machinery
during the lifetime of a particular individual."
Possibly enough, this criterion may not meet with

by passing
This memory

to the stimulus supplied

the current in the opposite direction.

COURT.

while

it

is

;

contented with the water in the watch-glass

so long as there

is

no sawdust outside.""*'

The chapter goes on

to quote certain observations
even more suggestive of mental action than the above ;
but enough has now been said to show that M. Binet
*

Animal Intellieence.

p. 19.
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my works as having ignored the class of facts with which his own are concerned. On the contrary, the only difference between
us has reference to the degree of certainty with which

of natural selection

we

sents any subjective counterpart.

is

not entitled to represent

severally conclude, on the basis of such facts, in

favor of conscious intelligence on the part of these

In M. Binet's opinion

lowly organisms.
to state
in

such

facts,

and directly

to

enough
conclude from them

In

my

favor of such intelligence.

other hand,

we

it is

opinion, on the

are not entitled to arrive at this con-

clusion in so unreserved a

manner

;

and, therefore, in

drawing up the psychological diagram to which M.
Binet refers, and which everywhere assigns mental
faculties to the class of animals where there is first
any unequivocal proof of their occurrence, I have
merely left the question open as to whether, or how
far, we are entitled to accredit the micro-organisms
with psychic life. And this for the following reasons,
which I quote from the book that forms the subject of

M.

Binet's criticism.

"

It is

Mind has advanced
organization to become

clear that long before

amenable to the test in question, (/. e., the Criterion
of Mind above mentioned,) it has probably begun to

dawn as nascent subjectivity. In other words, because a lowly organized animal does not learn by its
we may

individual experience,

clude that in performing

its

not therefore con-

natural or ancestral adap-

tations to appropriate stimuli, consciousness, or the

mind-element,
element,

this
fact.

is
if

wholly absent

;

we can only say

But, on the other hand,
its

own

if

a lowly organized

individual experience,

we

are in possession of the best available evidence of conscious

memory

The importance of bearing these considerations in
mind is sufficiently exemplified by M. Binet's own

"The Psychic Life of Micro-Organisms.
Thus, to take only one example, in his opinion the
best evidence he has to give of the occurrence of such
treatment of

in these organisms is furnished by spermatozoa
and spermatozoids in their behavior towards ova
and ovules. In particular, he regards the selective
persistency with which these mobile cells seek out

life

their physiological partners for the purposes of fertili-

leading

to

intentional

adaptation.

cogent proof he has

furnishing the most

zation, as

to present of purposive determination

unicellular organisms.

able that

all

Now,

is

may be due

on the part of

of course unquestion-

the activities in question are highly sug-

intelligence

of

it

;

to special

the least,

but, to say

equally possible to suppose that

all

it

is

these activities

endowments which have been

selection on highly
though wholly unintelligent, cells, for the
purpose of more and more efficiently discharging their
special functions. And this view of the case is strongly
supported by some recent highly interesting researches,
which M. Binet quotes without appearing to perceive
that such is their obvious implication.

gradually conferred by natural
specialized,

The

that

present, reveals no evidence of the

animal does learn by

;

gestive

sufficiently far in the scale of

own

having operated for countless time
on non-intelligent material,) but also capable of being
varied in accordance with the results of individual experience
we have no right to conclude that it pre-

researches in question

may

be briefly described

as follows.

Going upon the supposition that the spermatozoids
cryptogamic plants must be attracted to the female
cells by means of some emanations from the latter
of

acting

as

appropriate stimuli to the former. Prof.

Tubingen

random

a large

number

Therefore, our criterion of mind applies to the upper

Pfeffer of

non-mental action, not
mental."*

chemical solutions, in order to find if any of them
would succeed in attracting the spermatozoids. Even-

limit of

to the

lower limit

of

Or, as the passage goes on to state,

if our evidence
lower animals must always depend on
inferences drawn from actions, the cogency of such
evidence must necessarily diminish as we recede from

of

mind

in the

minds inferred

to be like our

own, towards minds

ferred to be less like our own.

Therefore,

in-

when we

come

to the case of very low organisms, such as those
which we are now considering, we ought to remember
that we are in a region where analogy has reached a
vanishing-point we ought to feel the highest degree
of uncertainty in attributing merely adaptive action to
any such process of intelligent volition as, mutatis mutandis, it might have betokened if performed by our:

selves.
Unless it can be shown that the action is not
merely adaptive, (/. e., not merely the possible result

tried at

of

tually he

found that spermatozoids

of certain

ferns

are infallibly attracted by a solution of malic acid, so
that

if

a pipette be filled with this solution

and dipped

into a watch-glass of fluid containing the spermatozoids, the latter will
into the pipette.
ferns,

it is

utilized

easy to see

this

crowd from

Now,

all

parts of the fluid

as malic acid occurs in the

how

natural selection

may have

substance for the purpose of guiding

spermatozoids to female cells survival of the fittest
can ver)' well have acted on the spermatozoids
through countless generations always favoring those
to which malic acid acted in any degree as a stimulus,
until malic acid now constitutes an unfailing attraction.
Yet, if so, there need never have been any
"psychic life" in the matter: the spermatozoids are
:

—

attracted to their physiological correlatives in a

man-

ner as purely "mechanical" as particles of water are

THK OPKN
attracted to sulphuric acid

their chemical affinity

b}'

for that substance.

Upon

I cannot feel that M. Binet's
any way successful. In so far as he
really differs from me
and this is certainly less than
he supposes his objections appear to arise from his
having neglected to read my works.

criticism

the whole, then,

is

in

—

—

CARLYLE'S RELIGION.

COURT.

proclaiming them

BY MONCURE

HIS

D.

CONWAY.

C.\RLVLE was the most remarkable religious phe-

nomenon I have ever encountered. I have preserved
some reminiscences of him in that aspect which I have
never published, wishing to study them more carefull}', and in the light of the facts which his biography
promised.
Mr. Froude's romance which passes for the biography of Carlyle, but which is not even realistic ro-

—

mance

who knew

to others

its

subject personally,

has by no means recognized the strange combination
of hereditary

and

Nor can

being.

be clearly discovered from Car-

The sweeping, sometimes

writings.

lyle's

original elements in his spiritual
it

biting,

skepticism of his conversation did not get into his
books.
Only those who knew him personally could
detect

it

in his Life of Stirling.

To

the average reader

married an actress

;

Speaking of the Unitarian leader, Rev.
James Martineau, he said, "Yes, I have met him several times.
Once in a small company where a discussion about Christianity became warm, Martineau
sat at an end of the room with his eyes closed, as if
with a smile.

;

but

was going

TALK THEREON.

He

to the world.

who made him miserable, and he had to separate from
her a good many people thought it a proper punishment of his heresy." The latter remark was made

asleep

WITH REMINISCENCES OF
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knew everything that
much for Unitarianism.

could see that he

I

on.

I

never cared

The best men I have known go
go much farther."

that far

must needs

But Carlyle drew the line of compromise at retiWhen he was at Edinburgh, on the occasion

cence.

of his installation as

was with him

a

good

Lord Rector of the University, I
deal, and remarked his restless-

ness under the incidental religious ceremonies.
readily believe the following story of

was assured by a Scotch gentleman.
some days in a country-town, in Scotland,
with an old college-mate.
They had been fellowskeptics, and many a time had between them disposed
of Christianity.
But his old friend had become rich,
the leading man in town, and naturally a zealous supporter of the kirk.
He invited the parsons and deacons to meet Carlyle at dinner. According to usage
the host said grace himself
it was a grace so long,
vited to pass

;

the diatribes of that volume appeared directed mainly

unctuous, canting, that Carlyle could not stand

against religious insincerities in general.

broke

Professor

Francis William Newman told me that when the book
appeared Carlyle's friends congratulated each other
that he had at last spoken out boldly.
But it is difficult to find in the charming biography a distinct
negation or affirmation of any theological doctrine.
It was still possible, when a passage appeared in

with

in

Carlyle

Carlyle

may be explained,

It

must be adfamous

that this

apostle of self-truthfulness never extended his principle to open testimony against discredited dogmas.
Speaking once of my predecessor in the South Place
pulpit, William Johnston Fox, M. P., he said: "I
once went to hear him he was a polished and powerful orator
but he was appealing to a crowd of people
on matters of which they were no judges at all." In
his distrust of the populace I suspect he shared the
notion of many Europeans, that superstition makes
;

;

this is

damnable

of the link that

;

to

connected

all

in his pathetic

man

for shattering his little

shrine in the cottage at

Goethe could easily become the happy

of the world, dress in velvet,

and amuse himself

but
with lords and ladies, and the Weimar theatre
when Carlyle's supernatural visions faded they left him
;

surrounded by poor and ignorant people,
and without either capacity or taste for the career
His youth had been devoted
of a man of the world.
a peasant,

to preparation for aprofession,

—that of

the Pulpit,

from which he had to turn at the moment when family
and friends were ready to usher him with plaudits on
a career whose splendor was prophesied by his genius.

He had made

desperate efforts to find some

way

honestly remaining in the old homestead of faith

made

comrade

and wide impression, but its views were
not unfamiliar to me.
Various persons had reached
similar conclusions, but would never have dreamed of

To

lost his creed.

men more governable.
One evening we were talking of Strauss, whom I
had recently visited. "His Leben Jesu" said Carlyle,
a strong

but

it,

"
!

he really loved. The real feeling is told
poem "The Night Moth." He bowed
to Goethe as a master, but could never quite forgive

him with

Ecclefechan.

it

,

was a breaking

it

him

however

F

was a Calvinist who had

Calvin's fatalism, for the Presbyterians to claim that

mitted,

— " Oh,

others such loss has been the dropping of a fetter

his Life of Frederick, affirming his (Carlyle's) faith in

the great author was on their side.

can

I

whose truth I
Carlyle was in-

all

had been

in vain

;

and

rience which broke out
in skepticism,

village parsons

which he had

it

in

was no doubt
rebuke

who had

and deacons

of

of

but

this expe-

his

college

sold his soul to the

for the fine

visited his friend.

;

mansion

to
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Scotch skepticism is generally more keen and inwhich one meets in England. In conversation Carlyle was sometimes so bitter against
Christianity that it appeared as if he felt a sense of
personal wrong.
One evening, talking of William
Maccall, with whom John Stirling had a notable correspondence, Carlyle said: "I remember Maccall; I
have lost sight of him, but remember a vigorous wa}'
cisive than that

COURT.
when he had

but

womb" — he

"Why

got out

died

I

not from the

groaned, closed the book with a slam,

morning.

and stalked out of the room.
As life was closing so that it was an effort to hear
what the old man said his mind wandered back to
the old hearthstone, to his parents, and he sometimes
seemed striving to realize their views. One afternoon
he said feebly to Mr. Justice Stephen who had called,
"That fire is rather hot. It seems a curious thing
that people should have believed that they were to be
punished by fire." "The belief," said Sir James,
" came from a time of cruel and savage punishments."
" It would be very uncomfortable to continue in that
grate through eternitj' and yet my father, one of the
ablest men I ever knew, believed that such would be
the fate of most people,
he believed it as much as his

their

own

of expressing

himself.
I
recall his breaking out in
conversation about elevating the people
'What can
:

you do for a people whose God is a dead Jew
A fair
enough question. If I had my way the world would
!

'

command — Exit

hear a pretty stern

One Christmas evening he
folk at

the corner

a little

said

Christ

"
!

"I observed some

:

drunker than usual

this

Then I remembered it was the birthday of
Redeemer."
I was present one evening when some one asked
" Mr. Carlyle, can you believe that all these ignorant
and brutal millions of people are destined to live forever ? "
"Let us hope «(V, " was the emphatic reply.
He had never been in a church of any kind since
the visit to South Place alreadj' alluded to, when one
day in the country, he was persuaded by some ladies
to go and hear a famous Methodist.
He returned
furious about the prayer, which he summed up in these
words "O Lord, Thou hast plent}' of treacle, send
:

—

:

us

down
And

a flood of
all

it

"
!

the while there

was a strong survival

of

Calvinism in Carlyle, which led him to divide the
world into saints and sinners, sheep and goats, to

—

worship those, and doom these
ings

— of

course of

presented in his

unquenchable burnthe purely metaphorical kind re-

own

to

frequent "damns."

was pathetic, too, to note the tenderness with
which he clung to ever}' shred of scripture which his
intellect could honestly admire.
This was shown in
his enthusiasm for the book of Job,
which, however,
once led him into a droll predicament. During one of
his latest visits to Scotland he passed a night in the
mansion of an old gentleman whom he had reason to
esteem.
In the evening this gentleman said
"Mr.
Carlyle, it is my custom to read the scriptures to my
familj' and servants before retiring
but your room is
ready, and you need not remain if you do not wish it."
"Wish it!" exclaimed Carlyle, impulsively, "Why,
I'll conduct the reading myself.-"The delighted host
summoned children and servants, and placed the large
It

—

—
—

;

—

existence."

were vague, but in his last
he were not certain there
might not be a devil. Once after he had been thundering against certain particular evils which excited
Carlyle's ideas of deity

years sometimes spoke as

his wrath,

gard

I

said

;

"We

if

who

believe in evolution re-

these as temporary arrests of development."

all

"It might," he answered with a smile, "astonish you

were to say where I believe these evils come
Let us walk " There was something in his
manner which kept me from pressing the subject. He
was now, however, in the year before his death, — a
if

I

from.

!

period

when

religious " survivals " are apt to

show

themselves. There were none of these, however, from

which the orthodox could obtain any satisfaction. Even
were it true that Carlyle inclined to suspect there
might be a devil, it was at a period when theology had
His disbelief of the
just explained the devil away.
Indeed,
Christian scheme was complete and final.
though myself a heretic, I have at times thought that
Carlyle's character might have been more humanized
had he felt deeper sympathy with the spirit which has
imperfectlj' and superstitiously, yet with a true and
tender sentiment, found its expression in the Legend
of Jesus.

:

THE SITAHARANAM

;

OR,

THE RAPE OF

SITA.

;

—

who straightway turned to his
much studied) book of Job. Un-

Bible before Carljde,
favorite (though not

fortunately he hit on the chapter of Job's cursings
" Let the day perish wherein I was born " and so on.

:

—

Carlyle proceeded with faltering tones,

nervousness,

— increasing

— a growing perception that the pessimist

invectives were not suited to the children and servants

;

AN EPISODE FROM THE GREAT SANSKRIT EPIC "RAMAYANA."
TRANSLATED INTO ENGLISH BY PROF. ALBERT

H,

GUNLOGSEN.

VI.

The

King of Videha was
by this gallant speech of Ravana but
at last she answered
"I am the daughter of Janaka, the magnanimous
king of Mithila so may }'ou ever prosper and I am
For a whole
the wife of the noble-minded Rama.
beautiful daughter of the

set a- thinking

;

:

—

—

year
love,

I

lived

happy

and enjoying

in
all

Rama's dwelling, blessed with
earthly pleasures.

THE OPEN
" Thereupon, after more than a year, the old king,
having consulted his ministers, made preparations for

my husband

anointing

"But

begged for the expulsion of my husband.
" I shall never rest,' she said, I shall neither eat
nor drink, and it will be the cause of my death, if
Rama be crowned. Be true, O king, unto your promise, and grant me the favor which you bestowed upon
me a long while ago. Let my son, Bharata, be
crowned, and still to day send Rama into the wilderness.
At once dismiss Rama for the period of fourteen years to wear an hermit's clothing of bark and
hides, and let my son Bharata be crowned.'
"At these words of Kaikeyi my father-in-law entreated her with many touching words, and would not
do her bidding.
" But my heroicalhusband, Rama, renowned in the
world for his faithfulness and virtue, was only bent on
the good of all his fellow-men, even although his
father, the glorious king Dasaratha, from his infatu'

'

Rama to be crowned.
When for the expected ceremony Rama went into

ation for Kaikeyi did not order
'

his father's presence,

my husband was

the following words by Kaike}^

"

'

Listen,

O Rama,

to

addressed

in

:

my words

1

You have been

banished by your father. To Bharata I give this
kingdom, enjoying deep peace but }'0u must dwell
;

Depart thereKakutstha, and prevent your father

for fourteen years

fore at once,

O

the wilderness.

in

Rama

that

in his father's

wood

the

in

To

presence

Rama

merely as-

of

Dandaka

will receive }'ou well

to

for

;

?
I
doubt not
he loves all holy

them."

Raksha, wounded
by the darts of the god of love, replied as follows
"Then listen, woman, who I am, whence I came,
and mark well my words.
" Under this disguise there has come hither, of his
own accord to see you, he who drove into flight the
worlds along with the immortals and all the highest
divinities.
I am Ravana, the most powerful, and by
whose command his brother Kharas holds this wood
of Dandaka.
I am a half-brother of Vaisravana.*
"I am a son of Visravas, a hero of the blood of
Orasa,f and a grandson of the great seer Pulastya.
By the self-existing Brahma I have been granted all
the highest gifts
and I can move and change my
form at pleasure. As Dasagriva I am also famous in
the world and renowned through my valorous deeds
Sita thus speaking kindly, the

:

;

I

am

O

indeed Ravana,

Sita of the pure smile

!

form before me, bright like
a golden statue in your yellow silken dress, I have
For I own, O
forgotten all love for my own wives.
all
daughter of Mithila, a large number of wives
pretty women and of all these in m)' eyes you shall
Lanka, J the lovebe the only and supreme queen.
liest Isle of the Ocean, is my residence, surrounded
by the sea. My castle is built high upon a mountainpeak, adorned with lofty battlements of beaten gold,
'

'

Gazing

at the lovely

—

;

and defended by deep moats
high-roofed palaces,

shas

and within there are
renowned

;

the three worlds

fn

Amaravati.

like Indra's residence in

"Such indeed

from breaking his word.'

"And then

roam alone
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men, and speaks kindly

king.

the unworthy A'aiVcej/,* as his favored wife,

having wrung from my father-in law the promise of
granting her any first request, as the highest boon

'

COURT.

the grand abode of the dusky Rak-

is

— the work of Visvakarma,

the skillful artificer of

sented to what Kaikeyi had spoken, neither remon-

the gods, and measuring well-nigh thirty Yojanas§ in

strating nor uttering an indecorous word.

extent.

" Such

is

O Brahman, of the generous
Rama and his half-brother, the

the origin,

and constant vow of
hero Lakshmana, departed along with him as his companion and ally. Lakshmana, however, having sug;

Rama
Rama at

gested to

certain generous thoughts, the ob-

servant

once replied

:

'

My

soul shall ever

adhere to what is true
And thereupon he set out
with me, and the noble Lakshmana followed us, bow
1

'

in

O

Here,

me through

you

Sita,

I shall crown you the
queen of all the valiant Rakshas, and among all their
comely wives you shall be the foremost. Five hundred
therefore, be my
female slaves shall attend on you
knowing all sciI am Ravana
wife, O you fair one

gret this savage wilderness.

;

—

!

—

"

endowed with all sanctity therefore love me
Thus addressed b}' Ravana, the graceful daughter

ence,

O

Raksha

Brahman, we three who
forfeited our kingdom through the word of Kaikeyi,
have been roaming about in the deep wood fearlessly

answered

and now we live here in this forest full of wild animals.
But you, be cheerful. You will be allowed to remain
here until m}' husband returns, bringing with him a
choice head of game from the forest.
"But now in your turn tell me in truth your tribe
and family. For what motive, O Brahman, do you

cessible like the vast ocean.

ever since,

hoi)'

;

*

ramble contented

shall

the pleasant groves, and never re-

!

of Janaka, burning with indignation

hand.

"And

with

Rama's Stepmother.

"But

to the
I

purpose

Rama, who himself
prince

—a hero,

to

is

contemptuously

:

remain true

to

my

husband,

firm like a mountain, and inac-

Yes

;

I

am

to the illustrious, valiant

devoted

to a

Rama

and

;

proudly follow Rama.
You, on the contrary, only a vile jackal, how dare
like a lioness the

t

lion, so

Orasa or Urasa, the name of a

t

The

§

A Yojana was

do

I

district.

Island of Ceylon.
5,

according to others the d
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you covet an unapproachable tigress? I could not be
touched by you any more than could a sun-beam You

TO A ROSE.

!

Yesterday

fancy to see a multitude of golden trees before you,

Sleeping in moss-covered

O

you wretched demon, when you think you are able
to carry off the faithful and beloved wife of Rama.
Any one who wished to carry off by violence the wife
of Rama, might as well try to wring the prey from a
strong, swift, and angry lion
the terror of the forest.
Ah, you are licking with your tongue a sharp razor,
you are pricking your eyes with a needle, when your
impure mind dares to covet the beloved wife of Rama.
Will you venture to wrest from a jealous tigress her

And

You wish

to

off

Speedily doth

me

Soon

on musings

falls

first

snow vanish

the sun doth feel

it

after-joy

may

heal.

—Moritz Hartmann.
.\m.

!

;

;

Adorn the
With bloom

When

—

cheerless way-side
;

and

all

along

the fleecy clouds with gold

tint

songs of mirth sound gaily from each tree

!

;

In streamlets, rustle and in hedge-rows, bloom
Perchance my soul grown solemn as the tomb
Shall leave behind its dark despondency.

;

;

—

woe

Yet,

My

is

me

if I

must seek

vainly ask this hour that

For me the joy

O

Alas,

!

consolation from bliss passed away.

And

;

of

which

I

Must

'

I

be

left

unto

my

it

shall paint

no more speak.

Spring, hath not thy gladness

'

power

to

sway

heart's complaint

—Ernst

?

?

Schultze.

LOVE'S INTUITION.
BY JOHN BOSS.

That sever thee and me are many lands.
Whose mountains, tow'ring heavenward,

;

My

tardy foot

;

whose

arid, shifting

defy

sands

By desert winds are wafted far and high.
Wide seas divide us, rivers swift and deep.
Yet hold we converse while the world doth

the virtuous Sita to the in-

when

grief.

O SPRING-TIDE, COME!
O Spring-time, come Let the green leaves unfold
Awake within the hedge the wild bird's song

;

distress she trembled like a Kadali-tree,

as

Which no

from a jackal to a noble lion of the forest; from a drop
of water to the vast ocean
from a noble Surastra* to
a vile Sauviraka
that is the difference between you
and Rama the difference of beaten gold and black
steel; of sandal-wood and a vase of vile clay. You resemble Rama no more than an elephant does a cat, or
a crow does the Garuda-bird of Vishnu, or a peacock
resembles a Lava-bird f in one word, the difference
between Rama and you is that of a crane and a vulture.
Therefore, relying confidently on my ever watchful
hero, Rama, armed with bow and arrows, if even carried away by you, no evil would betide me, any more
It may
than if a pearl could be swallowed by a fly.
have been possible to carry away Indra's wife, Saci,
or even Uma herself, the wife of Siva but I, the wife
of Rama, could not be carried away by you, O Ravana.

agony

\

Early sorrow leaves a furrow

me ?
"From 3'ou to Rama there intervenes all the distance

of

o'er thee

Of youth's hope untried by

wife, blessed

solent words of the Raksha, and in the

?

;

Lightly sorrow

thus daring to covet

Such was the reply

in the night.

Lightly snow lies on the branches
Of the trees just come to leaf

by fate ? Or would you hazard to touch with your
hand an angry, hissing, poisonous Krisna- serpent,

—

;

—Cli

walk on the sharp

Rama's

hill

still,

EARLY SORROW.

when you presume to molest the beloved wife of Rama.
Would you carry burning embers in the folds of your
mantle, thus thinking to carry

lovely

Of the miracles before thee
Of the Spring-time bending
And the advent of the light,

fasten a rock around your neck, and wish

points of iron-spears, such indeed you appear to

more

All surpassing in thy beauty.

brood, while attempting to bribe the beloved wife of
to cross the ocean.

to-day

Wert thou dreaming

—

Rama ? You

Rose-bud

a little

of her

sleep.

stripped

When

by a huge wild elephant.
But Ravana, inexorable like death, at the sight of
her tears as a means of intimidation began relating all
about his family, his power, and high deeds.
of all its sling-plants

at even's

I,

sympathetic shade

Steal forth, fleet messengers of thought

I

send

and when they far enough have strayed
To meet some thought of thine, toward me they bend.
And, answering the love I sent to thee.
Bring sweet report that thou dost dream of me.

Abroad

;

SELECTIONS FROM THE GERMAN.

CORRESPONDENCE.

TRANSLATED BY MARY MORGAN (gOWAN LEa)

Why, O why must wander

ever

Goodness compasseth us round
Learn that happiness is never
Far, and always to be found.
—Gwthc.

Names
t

of certain Hindu tribes.
The Lava-bird seems to be the PerJix Ch

THOUGHTS ON THE BRUNO CELEBRATION.

?

:

To

the

Editor of The

The

Open Court

has obtained

its

own

which have placed

it

its

own

deliverance,

For nearly twenty years it has enliberty, and during that time has made
in the front rank of European nations.

freedom.

joyed temporal and political
strides

:

Italian nation has at last achieved

THE OPEN
But now,

Whitsuntide of iSSg, comes the news that it has celThe outward freedom was complete but now the declaration has gone forth of the independence
of the mind and soul.
this

ebrated a greater deliverance.
;

" I'iva la Liberia del pensierol"

the streets of the capital that

dom

is

was the cry that

rolled along

least of all associated

with free-

and where still dwells the shadow of the ancient
power of ignorance and suppression of all knowledge that can free
the mind. But that power is under an eclipse
the light of l<nowledge and the glow of intelligence have come into men's minds, and
ignorance, superstition, charlatanry, and fraud must forever skulls
of thought,

:

within their haunts of darkness.

The

scene recalled the events of 1870, for veteran Garibal-

COURT.

tions

Bruno

1723

as "tin atkie brflU en Italie" in a

The Imperial Ambassador Wacker,

1624.

him

time, writes a letter to Kepler informing

sentence

full

The

Inquisition records.

to the

longing to the clerical party,

Some busy

demonstration.

in all its significance.

Papal court, and many families beleft

the city in protest against the

clericals

went round

to the Cafes

commemoration

enthusiastic

therefore justified.

is

hungry crowd

As

to acts of violence.

it

was, however,

all

passed

emancipation of a people, once the most priest-ridden

—

—

—

feels his position seriously

in the

fatal false

;

it

Since 1870, as has been said,
future

Rome and

Italy

have made vast

Yet vaster possibilities are opened up in the vistas of the
and though Rome will never again be the seat of a ruler of

strides.
;

the world, yet she

may

take a forward rank in the universal

march

and eternal.
Tohn B. Shipley.

London, Eng.

NOTES.
The
the

first

Bruno was a philosopher, and above all things a searcher
He was therefore a champion of free thought, and it
this character that he is now receiving the somewhat tardy

honors of the Italian nation. In his writings he dwells on his love
for truth and wisdom, comparing it to the ardent passion, so often
celebrated by poets, of a lover for his mistress.

Indeed, he places

contribution by Mr. George John Romanes, occupying
pages of our present issue, is offered in reply to the crit-

icisms advanced

by M. Alfred Binet,

the preface to his recent

in

Psychic Life of Micro-Organisms." Although the
principal passages in which the points of difference between these
two gentlemen are emphasized, -have been cited in full by Mr.

"The

work,

weakened.

after truth.

own

more

No longer is Rome the city of the Popes no longer can
be called a city of religious bigotry, if the temper of the people
be such as is indicated by this demonstration.
beliefs.

—

The last three days says a correspondent the Pope has seen
no one, and no longer goes into his garden. He has declared that
the event was even more portentous than those of 1870, for at that
time the temporal power only was attacked, for political and national
reasons, while to-day it is his spiritual authority and moral influence the only powers left to him that are being overthrown.
When the Pope takes views such as these, we may be sure that he

his

still

of progress towards the truth, one, immutable,

off well.

is in

that

of

It

—

and

persuade the proprietors to close for fear of disturbances.
This advice must surely have been given in order to provoke the
tried to

The

trial

honors a real martyr, a martyr
for the truth, tor liberty of thought, for real wisdom as opposed to
and it testifies
the conventional hypocrisies of a surface morality,

Sunday

vociferous cheers from a dense yet orderly multitude.

Ambassadors

of the event.

:

world, from the bondage of ignorance, or of

of the

at the

records of the

to the

At the Vatican the event was appreciated

in

Rome

and
which are confirmed by independent documents in the
notice
Vatican. The archives of San Giovanni Decollato contain a
of Bruno's execution, dated in mistake Thursday, February 16,
1600.
Thursday fell on the 17th of February in 1600, and this is
the date given in the letter of Scioppius, and in the Vatican and
archives of the inquisition contain

dians were there, marching at the head of the long procession, amid

One

work printed

resident in

from the discussion much greater
M. Binet's remarks, or, at least, by a rethe note respecting the same in No. 97 of The Open

Romanes, our readers
profit by a re-perusal
currence to

will derive

of

Court.

wisdom far before the highest
and welcomes death itself, if that be the

divine ardor in the quest of

or purest earthly suit

:

destined end of his fervent pursuit of wisdom.
" N^on tcmer, rcspond'io, Calta

"

On

Faith as an Intellectual Function

" is

the

title

of a little

by Robert Park M. D., which we
have received from Messrs. Watts &. Co. of London. Dr. Park
treatise of forty eight pages,

ruina

I

Fcnde sicur U nubi, e inuor^ contento
"
S'l'l del si illusire tnorte »te destina /

styles his essay

Bruno's hostility to the church arose as a matter of course
from a recognition of the thin and flimsy nature of the veil of mor-

Eufidelity

is"

"a

first

defined

view of the agnostic philosophy, * * * It recognizes
nature itself the fountain and well-spring of morality and
It founds upon science as the true criterion
the divine idea. * * *
of rectitude of belief and aspires after truth, beauty, and goodness
intellect in

thrown by the priests over their own utter selfishness and
hypocrisy.
As a writer in the Antiquary (London) for March,
" Perhaps
1889, says of the period in which Giordano Bruno lived
in no age was religion less lovely than under the form of the Roman

in

human

in

theory and practice.

Catholicism of the sixteenth century, as presented in Italy.

In-

science

deed, in any real sense of the word, religion there was none.

The

ality

contribution to a religion of eufidelity."
"the positive aspect or status of the

as

:

was the church in her political
aspect.
The Papacy itself had become half pagan. Virtue was
at as low an ebb as religion. Men flattered and truckled for places,
and women forgot all dignity and modesty in their anxiety to become the wives and mistresses of such successful mates. This
state of affairs aroused Bruno's powers of wit and sarcasm, and he
church

still

existed,

published his
of the
satire

Spaccio

true,

della

Triumphant Beast.

but

it

Bestia
It

was

Trionfantc,

— the

Expulsion

practically on account of this

— an unpardonable offense in the eyes of the
— that Giordano Bruno suffered martyrdom on the spot

on the church

Inquisition

where

it is

his statue

now

stands.

The fact of his martyrdom has been doubted, but from the
number of the Antiquary there seems to be little if any doubt
remaining.
The principal evidence is a letter from Gaspare
Schoppi, or Scioppius, who witnessed the event.
Mersenne menApril

it

This
has no quarrel. * * *

is

religion in

Religion

is

its

essence,

and with

essentially the binding

together of people by a common knowledge of all that tells most
and best towards the evolution and happiness of the race the
happiness depending upon the physical well-being, and the latter
depending upon a knowledge of the laws of nature and their observance." The creed of the new church should consist, says
the author, of a number of axioms; e. g., i) "Reason has the
highest place in the economy of human faculties, and it is the
clear duty of every one, each for himself, before abandoning reason
for faith, to exercise reason in order that faith may not be mere
credulity; " and 2) " Faith is the coordination and organization of
;

the mental and physical acts of

life,

in

harmony with

certain

and acquired ideas as to a future state and a Supreme
Our
First Cause and man's responsibility as a moral being."
readers may obtain from the statements given an idea of Dr.
intuitive

Park's propositions.
used,

is

Evidently " Agnostic Philosophy," as here

not the Agnosticism of Mr. Spencer.
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THE LOST MANUSCRIPT.*

ment he flung towel and parchment to the ground,
and clasped his hands over his face. Raschke seized
the leaves, and looked at the damaged corner.

BY GUSTAV FREYTAG.

CHAPTER XXXVm.

COURT.

— Continued.

"

Raschke examined the parchment.
" Highly valuable," he exclaimed, "
as

He

appears."

it

genuine,

hastened to the chest and exam-

"Probably the

ined the missal.

It is

true," he exclaimed, sorrowfully

"

;

a writing

had been on the parchment six hundred years
would leave other traces on the material."
He paced hastily up and down, his hands in his
coat pocket, rubbed his face with the towel, and, perceiving his mistake, threw it away from him.
" I only know of one word for this," he exclaimed
that

if it is

initial letters of

the

book will afford some evidence as to whether the missal
was used in the cloister of Rossau," he said. " I regret that my knowledge of monastic customs does not

a word that men unwillingly allow to pass their lips
and that word is villainy "
"It was a piece of vile and rascally knaverj',"
exclaimed Werner, in a strong voice.
'

'

extend to this test."

He opened

the chest and took up the contents.

Of the absence of mind which usually disturbed him
nothing was to be observed he looked round with
sharp eyes, as if he were searching the dark words

!

:

"Very remarkable," he exclaimed. "Only one
Has the chest been cleaned out?"
"No," replied Werner, irritablj'.
"The three companions of a century's repose are

thing surprises me.

—

wanting dust, cobwebs, and grubs yet there ought
have been something on the inside of the lid or on
the bottom, for the chest has crevices which allow of
;

to

the entrance of insects."

He rummaged
"Under

and examined the bottom.
of wood there hangs a bit

a splinter

He drew out a
shadow passed over
for an

friend,

unwelcome

tin}'

piece of paper, and

ar

of

deep

his noble features.

compose

On

are only six printed words, but they are the characters
of

our time

:

it is

a piece of one of our newspapers, and

one of the six words
itics of our day."

He

laid the

stared at

it

bit

is

a

name

of

;

The

is

in the pol-

table.

Werner

countenance
one hour had done the
;

his

me and
may have

things were unpacked by

it is

"It

known

paper on the

without sa3dng a word
;

"The

possible that the paper

again put
fallen in."

Professor jumped up,

and sought

in

great

comparison with the parchment sheets will throw
" It aplight on it." He compared some sentences.
pears an accurate copy," he said, "too accurate

awkwardly accurate."

He

held the manuscript searchingly towards the
he poured a drop of water on the corner of the
parchment and wiped it with a towel the next mo;

;

*

Translation copyrighted.

made

lately

;

;

;

compare the place of the discovery and your presence
here, we may assume as a fact, without doing injustice
to any one, that the trick was intended to deceive
Of the person who has practiced

you.

it

we have

only suspicion, well-grounded suspicion, but no certainty."

"We

will

make

certainty," explained Werner,

it

many hours

older."

"Undoubtedly," replied Raschke, "this certainty
must be obtained, for suspicion ought not to continue
in the hearts of men it destroys all ideas and thoughts.
For what object
But the ultimate question remains
was the deceit practiced ? Was it the willfulness of a
knave ? If so, the wickedness of it is not, to an hon;

orable mind, thereby lessened

kind of turpitude.

But

if it

intent to injure j'ou, then

it

;

yet

it is

not the worst

was deliberate malice with
deserves the severest con-

On what terms are 3'ou with the

"It was deliberate malice

Magister?"

man, body
and soul," replied the Professor, with solemn earnestness
"but the doer was only the tool the idea
was that of another."
to injure a

—

;

"Hold,"
also

is

cried Raschke, again,

"no

further; this

only suspicion."

"It

possible," replied Raschke.

haste for his pocket copy of Tacitus.
" Here is the reading of the Florentine manuscript,

light

that the attempt has been

demnation.

was changed it seemed as if
work of twenty years of care.
back

well

" we
we know
and when we

us stop, friend," begged Raschke

:

and be prepared
this fragment there

3'ourself,

discover}^.

let

that a deception has been intended

" before the day becomes

again,

paper."

"Dear

" Here

know

of a philosopher.

is

"therefore

only suspicion," repeated the Professor;
I

seek for certainty.

When

I

wished

to

go

was detained from day to day
under trivial pretexts the Magister was absent not
long ago for a day from the work which was entrusted
he excused himself on the score of illness,
to him
and as he was profuse in his excuses I was struck
There was a wish to
b}' a shyness in his manner.
keep me here for reasons which you, in your sphere
of feelings, can scarcely understand.
It was hoped
to the

country castle

I

;

;

to attain this object by exciting the fanatical zeal with
which I was afflicted, without entirel}' contenting it.
Such is my suspicion, friend and I feel mj'self mis;

THE OPEN
erable,

more miserable than

I

have ever been

in

my

COURT.
Thus

my

"I am calm," replied he.
Magister Knips had profited by the refining inHis black suit had been made
fluence of the Court.

sofa,

and again concealed

Raschke approached him, and

said, softly

it

but in

;

sorrow

for the destruction of

Raschke nodded

feel not

I

another

his head.

only for myself, but

who belongs

He

to us."

again paced vehe-

mently about the room, and looked angrily at the chest.
Werner rose and rang the bell.
"

wish to speak to Magister Knips," he said, to
who entered. " I must beg him to take the
trouble of coming here as soon as possible."
"How will you speak to him?" asked Raschke,
I

Gabriel,

stepping anxiously before his friend.

"I need so
Werner, "that
also have been
that I have to

much

by a tailor who had the princelj' coat of arms above
his hair was free from feathers, and
his workshop
his vocabulary had been replenished with new exHe now looked furtively and
pressions of respect.
defiantly around him.
Werner measured the man as he entered with a
steady look if, before, he had had a doubt of the
guilt of the Magister, he now recognized it. He turned
;

;

away

You

'
'

consideration myself," replied

you need not fear my violence. I
laboring under a disease, and I know
speak to one who is more diseased

are not diseased, " exclaimed Raschke,
I

You

am.

will

say what

him, for the rest you will leave him
science."
" I will only say

is

'

to his

own

only
con-

"

How

when he

is

necessary," repeated the

left

order to struggle with his aver-

he said, pointing with his finger

leaves.

another forgery, " said the Professor

It is

reading of the

first

the peculiarities of

to

;

"the

Florentine manuscript, and even

its

orthography, are copied with a

which would have been impossible

The

writing, too, betrays

laid the sheet

down, and answered,

any old transcriber.
be recent."

itself to

the

Museum

The Magister

did the Magister take the

with hesitation

in the evening.

;

"It appears undoubtedly to be an imitation of an

message?" asked

old script, as the Professor has already discovered."

Raschke.

"He

this,"

parchment

careful accuracy

what

in

Knips took a leaf in his hand, and the parchment
trembled as he cast a shy glance upon it.

Gabriel returned, and reported that the Magister
call

moment

"Examine
to the

"
'

necessary to

Professor, mechanically.

would

for a

sion.

than I."
shocked, as

in his

:

:

you so mucTi, Werner, that you
have been deceived?"
"I have confided, and deceived confidence gives
pain

sat

distress

threw himself on the

his face.

"Does

Werner again

room, when Gabriel announced the
Before Raschke hastened
arrival of the Magister.
into the next room, he once more pressed the hand of
the other, and, looking imploringly at him, said
" Be calm, friend."

brooding

hfe.-

He

1725

the afternoon passed.

appeared alarmed when

I

told

him

"I found

that the

work," continued the Scholar, "in

this

Professor was stopping at the inn."

the tower of the castle in the country, inserted in that

The Professor had ensconced himself in a corner,
left him no rest; he kept talking
to him about the occurrences at the University, and
compelled him to take part by frequent questions. At

torn missal, laid in that chest,

but the philosopher

last

he expressed a wish

to take a walk, to

which the

led

him through the gate

of the city

;

as

they walked along he briefly answered the lively talk
When they came to the inn from which
of his friend.

Use had got into the carriage

of the

the Scholar began, with hoarse voice

"This

is

not

the road along which

Crown

Inspector,

And

Long

all.

for

The Magister stood with lowered head, seeking
He did not know on what confession
an answer.

wife escaped

Had

were grounded.
him ? Had the Sovereign
Terror came over him, but he

the Castellan betrayed

him

tinued the Scholar.

now thought

That is
on a false

;

exclaimed Raschke.

had given

me

you placed the register of a chest in the old
you invented the figures i and 2 for the chests,
and further, you yourself wrote the register in order to
deceive me."

himself exposed

talked of Use, and

in this place.

track,

city.
I came early this morning along this
same road, and at every step I felt what is the deepest
humiliation to man."
"Before her was light, and behind her darkness,"

He

it

before, in order to put

of others these deliberate assertions

:

my

from the

sion which his children

and concealed among

you, Magister, have prepared this

and you have concealed

leaf,

records

Professor unwillingly consented.

Werner

old furniture.

of the

commis-

to their aunt.

doggedly
did not do

replied,

"

I

?

:

it."

"In vain do you seek
ground

to

meanor

in

"

to

deceive

me

anew," con-

had not already sufficient
say to your face that you did this, your dethe presence of this sheet would be ample
If I
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No sound

evidence.

astonishment, no

of

word

of

horror at such an attempt at forger}' escaped you.

What

true scholar

remain

silent,

would look upon such

his

if

own conscience

and

a thing

did not close his

What have I done to you, Magister, that you
should inflict upon me this bitter anguish ? Give me
some excuse for your action. Have I ever injured
mouth ?

you?

Have

I

against

me

Any

?

ever aroused

in

you secret

reason that will

make

this

ill-will

abomi-

nation comprehensible will be welcome to me; for I
look with dismay on this depravation of a human soul.
"The Professor has never given me any ground
for complaint," replied Knips, submissively.

" Nevertheless," said theProfessor, "

in cold blood,

with indifference, with malicious levity, you have done

your worst to me it was wrong, very wrong, Magister.
" Perhaps it was only a jest," sighed the Magister
:

"perhaps

it

was only put

prepared the writing.

command of another,
his own will."

"What power
practice towards

He

in that

way

to

;

him who

only perhaps acted by the

not by free choice, and not of

on earth could command you
another

so

deliberate a

to

piece

of

knavery?" asked the Professor, "sorrowfully.
"You
yourself know right well what consequences this deception may have for myself and others."
Magister Knips was silent.
"I have done with you," continued the Scholar.
"I shall say nothing of the plan which this falsehood
was to serve, nor make any further reproaches concerning the injury that you have practiced towards a
man who trusted in your honor."
He threw the parchment under the table. Knips
seized his hat silently to leave the room.

"Stop!" exclaimed the Professor "do not move
from the spot.
I must be silent as to what you have
endeavored to do personally against me.
It -is not
so much on account of this manuscript that I have
sent for you.
But the man whom I see before me,
on whom I look with an abhorrence that I have never
yet felt, is something more than an unscrupulous
tool in the service of a stranger
he is an unfaithful
philologist, a traitor to learning, a forger, and deceiver
in that in which only honorable men have a right to
live, a cursed man, for whom there is no repentance
and no mercy."
;

;

The

Magister's hat

"You wrote

fell

to the

ground.

the parchment strip of Struvelius

the trader has informed against you in your native
city.

Your writings are confiscated and

hands

of the police."

The Magister

still

are in the

remained silent. He fumbled
and wiped the cold sweat

for his pocket-handkerchief

from his brow.

"Now,

at least,

COURT.

me an explanation of the fearful riddle, how any one
who belonged to us could willfull)' destroj' all that made
his life noble.
How could a man of your attainments
become untrue to science in so despicable a way?"
"I was poor and my life full of trouble," replied
Knips, in a low voice.
Yes, you were poor. From your earliest youth you
have worked from morning to night even as a child
you have denied yourself much that others thoughtlessly enjoy.
You have in this way the secret consciousness of having obtained for yourself inward freedom, and a humble friendship with the great spirit of
our life. Yes, you have grown up to be a man amidst
countless sacrifices and self-denials which others fear.
You have thus learnt and taught what is the highest
possession of man. In every proof-sheet that you have
'

'

;

read for the assistance of others, in every index of

words that you have drawn up for a classical work, in
every word that you have corrected, in every number
that you have written, you have been obliged to be
truthful. Your daily work was an unceasing, assiduous
struggle against what was false and wrong. Yet more,
and worse than that, you have been no thoughtless
day-laborer; you have fully and entirely belonged to
us you were, in fact, a scholar, from whose learning
many with higher pretensions have frequently taken
counsel. You not only treasured in your mind a mass of
rare knowledge, but you well comprehend the thoughts
to which such knowledge gives rise.
You were all
this
and yet a forger. With true devotion and selfdenial, you united malicious willfulness
you were a
confidential and assiduous assistant, and at the same
time a deceiver, bold and mocking like a devil."
"I was a tortured man," began Knips. "He
;

—

;

who has
it is,

lived otherwise does not

the foot-steps of others.

out, " cried

Werner. "Give

difficult

others

who knew

less

than yourself.

You do

not un-

derstand the feeling that possesses one when others
use haughtily, without acknowledgement and without
thanks,

what one has given them from one's own

knowledge.

I

am

Professor was the

not insensible to friendship.
first

who,

The

in the last lines of the in-

troduction of his maiden work, mentioned

my name

had been of use to him. And yet I have
done less for you than any other of my old patrons.
The copy which you then gave me I have put in the
place of honor among my books.
Whenever I have
felt tired from my night's work I have read those lines
I have seldom experienced the like kindliness.
But I
have felt the torment of having more knowledge than
I had credit for, and I have had no opportunity to
work my way out of my narrow sphere. That has been
because

I

;

the cause of all."

speak

know how

be ever following in
You have never worked for

in the service of science, to

(

To be continued.)
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The Problem of the Northmen.

A

" As to what impress
left by Northmen on the soil of the United States,
not a matter of authority, but of what may be found by examination.
Should it turn out after all, that the Landfall of the
Northmen had been found, and also the site and remains of the
houses Leif and Thorfinn built and occupied in Vinland, -.v/iat
Prof. HjrsforJ next states confidently

Judge Daly, the
President of the American Geographical Society, on the opinion of Justin Winsor, that "though Scandinavians may have
reached the shores of Labrador, the soil of the United States
has not one vestige of their presence."
By Eb^ii .Vorlou
Ilorsjm-d.
Published by the author for private circulation.
letter to

:

may have been
that

is

then?"

This effort by Prof. Horsford to resolve the Norse discovery
and settlement of America out of its nebulous state into a set of
fixed facts, with dates and locality fully determined, is, if not conclusive, the most powerful, as well as the most useful, that has yet
been made. Said discovery is either altogether myth or tradition, or
it is veritable history
too much has already been proven to admit
of its being myth, hence but little more testimony is needed to
bring it within the domain of authentic fact.
The data of the dis;

covery, the year looo,
visit of the first

established,

is

as

is

also the date of the

bishop appointed for the colony, Vinland, namely,

which implies a settlement covering the intervening period,
for as J. A. Blackwell states, in his notes to Mallet's " Northern
Antiquities," " It certainly does seem strange
if we may rely on
the Icelandic annals for the record of events occurring in Greenland that a bishop should undertake such a voyage from a mere
motive of curiosity." The next question is Where was Vinland
located ? It is this that Prof. Horsford endeavors to answer.
Justin Winsor simply cites George Bancroft's opinion, in the
words quoted on the title-page, and endorses it it cannot be said
II2I,

—

—

:

;

that he has investigated the subject at

"Pre-Columbian

imposing chapter,

his

all,

This landfall he claims to have found, and the least the
is to examine his evidence fairly and justly, before
" If any one interpronouncing judgment. Here is where it is
ested will walk from the junction of Elmwood Avenue with Mt.
Auburn Street,— the residence of Prof. Lowell, in Cambridge,—
few rods down the street to Gerry's Landing, and then follow the
public can do

:

ancient

for

Auburn

of the objects of interest

huts or cots,

— possibly not

of moderate grade,

some

'

less

than

nearer,

five huts,

— along a declivity

some farther from the water,

'

as

the Sagas say."

The work

contains two fine heliotypes of the landing-place of
Leif and Thorfinn, and charts of these sites, Charles River, and

prepared by George Davis and L. M. Hastings, Civil

vicinity,

Engineers.

Word

Marie

Studies

in

the New Testament.

A. C.

A.

Brown.

By Marvin

R. Vincent,

II. New York
Charles Scribner's Sons. Chicago
McClurg & Co. $4.00.

D. D. Vol.

his

"Narrative and Critical History of America," he has ransacked
American collections, and sources of all descripoverwhelming as to have led any logical and
candid mind straight to the facts. But the only conclusion he ar-

to the point of crossing ^he rivulet draining

into the Charles, he will be at the
which had once been there, and
which I had predicted might there be found. There are in the inequalities of the surface the remains of two long log-houses, and
site

although in preparing

Explorations,"

Bank Lane

the eastern slope of Mt.

The work

:

of Dr. Vincent,

now

:

professor of sacred literature

New

bibliographies,

in the

tion to an extent so

New Testament. It represents the labor
years of research, conducted while Dr. Vincent officiated
as pastor of the Church of the Covenant in New York City.
It is

rives at

is

the following

:

"

It is still

a doubt

how

far

we exchange

Union Theological Seminary

of

lexicons,

the fact that the Massachusetts Historical Society discouraged the

the study of Greek

"on

the ground

show that any spot in New
England had been reached by the Northmen."
Prof. Horsford is thus more than justified in his attempt to
fix the location of Vinland.
To ascertain this he first studies the

York,

is

a contribution

many

myths for assured records, when we enter upon the problems of
Pre-Columbian explorations, which it is the object of the present
chapter to discuss." Justin Winsor fully demonstrates his disqualification for writing on the subject, and also puts on record
erection of a statue to Leif Erikson, in Boston,

of

to the critical study of the

not addressed to critical scholars, but

is intended principally to
illuminate the path of the English student of the English Bible.
Prof. Vincent has collected and sifted from critical commentaries,

and etymological

treatises, a

synonyms and the

mass

of material relating to

history, force, literal inter-

New Testament he
and thrown it in a form

pretations and relations of the words of the

;

that no satisfactory evidence existed to

has divested

descriptions in the Icelandic Sagas, of the climate,

adaptable to the purposes of the English student.
In the preface
" The present work is an attempt in
to Vol. I, the author says
a
field which, so far as I am aware, is not covered by any one book,
though it has been carefully and ably worked by many scholars.

tion, etc., of

there,

and

soil, vegetaVinland, and the experiences of the Norse colonists
" As to the fitness of Labrador, a re-

states the result

:

gion of rocky desolation, ice-bound for more than half the year,
to be the Vinland of the Northmen, where according to the Sagas

need to be housed in winter, where grapes abounded
and corn grew spontaneously, a land of forests and meadows,
there is among students of geography no difference of opinion."
Given that Vinland was somewhere on the Atlantic coast, and }iot
in an ice-bound region, nor yet in a tropical one, it 7nust lie within
the limits of New England and the Middle States and as this tract
of country is distinctly indicated, under the names of Xorvega and
.Voriimbega in three maps that the author adds to his work
" Ortelius. 1570; Solis, 1598 and Botero, 1603, the conclusion that
Vinland and Norurabega are identical is not wide of the mark.
One does not need to be told," he affirms, " that the Norvega in
cattle did not

—

;

,

:

;

smaller type against the character that stands for a settlement is
in the country which Leif called Vinland, and which centuries

was known as Norumbega. As I have for four years been
engaged on the History of Norumbega, I do not propose to go into
later

it

bit
it,

This fragment is introduced merely to illustrate that this
of comparative philology alone, to one capable of appreciating

here.

contains the solution of the problem of the Northmen."

all

this

of technicalities

:

Taking

a position

midway between

commentary and

the exegetical

the lexicon and grammar, it aims to put the reader of the English
Bible nearer to the standpoint of the Greek scholar, by opening to

him the native force

of the separate

in their lexical sense, their

and the

words of the

New Testament

etymology, their history, their inflec-

peculiarities of their usage

by different evangelists
and apostles. The critical student of the Greek Testament will
therefore find himself here on familiar, and often on rudimental,
ground, and will understand that the book has not been prepared
with any design or expectation of instructing him. It has in view,
tion,

of all, those readers whose ignorance of Greek debars them
from the quickening contact of the original words, and to whom is
first

unknown the very existence of those tracks which the Greek
scholar treads with unconscious ease and in clear light."
The present volume (Vol. II) is occupied with the writings of
John

— the

Gospel, the Epistles, and the Apocalypse.

The introbiographical, and exegetical in character,
clearly and interestingly written,
within the mental reach of

duction, which
is

is critical,

—

the layman and average Bible reader.
The plan of typographical
arrangement is well adapted for purposes of reference. The work
will be an undoubted aid and valuable adjunct to students not

thoroughly familiar with the language of the original

text.
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